LOOKING BACK: SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITIES INNOVATION CHALLENGE

IT STARTS WITH SUSTAINABILITY
Innovative communities are stable and the living environments that they offer make significant progress to provide affordable housing and comprehensive services that support all populations. To that end, Fannie Mae has been involved in various initiatives to support communities in becoming sustainable and resilient.
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THE INNOVATION CHALLENGE RESULTS

AWARDEES ACROSS THE NATION OVERCOME UNFORTUNATE OBSTACLES TO EXECUTE THEIR PROJECTS AND SUPPORT THEIR COMMUNITIES

They accelerated innovation and collaborated with local housing organizations to leverage affordable housing.

They pivoted in real-time by implementing contactless and virtual solutions to provide homebuyer counseling for future homeowners.

They learned from mentors and partners to gain valuable knowledge and insights from a variety of sectors.

Across three categories, we shared one collective focus: MAKE COMMUNITY MORE SUSTAINABLE

ECONOMIC MOBILITY

97

affordable housing units

in Chicago, IL.

15

affordable housing units

in Greensboro, NC.

103

affordable housing units

in Birmingham, AL.

INNOVATION CHALLENGE

1,500

affordable housing units

in New York, NY.

30

affordable housing units

in Baltimore, MD.

COMMUNITIES

20

affordable housing units

in Greensboro, NC.

12

affordable housing units

in Columbia, SC.

HUMAN SERVICES

1,000

affordable housing units

in Denver, CO.

Participants had access to quality, affordable housing as they pursued their dreams and built their future.

Across the nation, community members have overcome obstacles to make their projects and communities more sustainable.
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